
LISTENING GUIDE

Franz Liszt (1811–1886)
Transcendental Étude 

No. 10 in F Minor

Date of composition: 1839

Tempo: Allegro agitato molto (“Fast and very agitated”)

Meter: 

Duration: 4:06

4

2
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“translation” of a piece of music from one medium to

another. Liszt made hundreds of transcriptions of

orchestral and operatic works, rewriting them for the

piano. At a time when recording devices had not yet

been invented, this practice made available the music

of Bach, Beethoven, Berlioz, Wagner, and other com-

posers to people in their own homes.

Liszt’s orchestral music dates mostly from the

1840s and 1850s, when he was a conductor in

Weimar. During that time, he wrote twelve sym-

phonic poems and two symphonies. The best known

of the symphonic poems are Les Préludes and Hamlet.

Hamlet, a reflection upon Shakespeare’s play, is one of

the shortest of Liszt’s symphonic poems but also one

of the greatest. (See Listening Guide on p. 279)

Liszt’s two symphonies are perfect examples of the

power of the programmatic ideal in mid-Romantic

music. His Faust Symphony represents the three main

characters in Goethe’s famous play. And Liszt’s Dante

Symphony is in three movements, corresponding to

the three main parts of Dante’s Divine Comedy.

Liszt influenced several generations of pianists and

composers. His phenomenal technique and demand-

ing piano writing expanded the boundaries of what

was considered possible on the piano. His symphonic

poems inspired other composers to write works in the

same form. His Hungarian music contributed to the

nationalistic movement. And his novel approach to

harmony foreshadowed the great harmonic revolution

of the twentieth century.
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The Transcendental Études were first composed in 1826, when Liszt was fifteen years old.
But, as with much of Liszt’s music, the works were revised and reissued later—in this case, 1839.
Though the music was extremely difficult to perform in its earlier version, Liszt’s revisions made it
even more demanding. Number 10 in particular was described as being “ten times more difficult than
before.” Contemporaries of Liszt were amazed by this music and by Liszt’s own performances of it.
Berlioz said, “No one else in the world could approach being able to perform music of this kind.”

In this work, Liszt explores every possibility of demanding piano technique, including doubled
octave passages, rapid skips, intricate bass tracery, fast runs, massive chords, and widely separated
hands. It also has some unusual harmonies and a great sense of moving impetuously forward, with
occasional slightly quieter passages serving only to heighten its overall intensity. The power and
strength of the music are astounding. The seeming randomness and uncontrollable energy are actu-
ally carefully organized.

CD TIME LISTEN FOR

7 (40) 0:00 Starts quietly with fast descending runs.

0:07 Crescendo, then quiet.

0:14 Loud and wild. Impetuous.

0:23 Descending runs again.

8 (41) 0:26 Surging melody in octaves in right hand, intricate passagework in left hand.

0:53 Agitated alternation of short phrases. Widely separated hands.

1:07 Heavy chordal melody in bass, fireworks in right hand.

1:18 Suddenly quiet, surging melody again, crescendo.

9 (42) 1:32 Descending runs again.

1:39 Slow down, quieter.

1:41 Crescendo and speed up.

10 (43) 1:51 Surging melody again, crescendo.

2:03 Moment of tenderness.

2:18 Huge crescendo, massive climax.

2:58 Alternating short phrases again.

3:12 Heavy bass chords again.

3:29 Contrary motion; stop.

3:33 Coda. Speed up; alternation of very high and very low.

3:55 Massive ending chords.
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Franz Liszt (1811–1886)
Symphonic Poem, Hamlet

Date of composition: 1858; revised 1876

Orchestration: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, strings

Meter: ( )

Key: B minor

Duration: 13:55

2

3

4

6

Hamlet, the last of Liszt’s symphonic poems, testifies to the fascination the plays of
Shakespeare held on nineteenth-century composers. Liszt originally wrote this piece in 1858 as a
prelude to a performance of the play, but he revised it nearly twenty years later as an independent
concert work.

The connection to Shakespeare’s Hamlet is loose and evocative rather than very specific. The
introduction, marked “Very slow and gloomy,” evokes the melancholy mood of its hero. The central
slow sections (“Sweet and expressive”) are meant to suggest the presence of Ophelia, the daughter
of the king’s adviser, who is in love with Hamlet. This is interrupted by a fast reminiscence of many
of the “Hamlet themes,” presumably representing Hamlet’s rejection of Ophelia (“Get thee to a nun-
nery!”). At the end, the gloomy mood returns, and a funeral march is heard. Because there are so
many deaths at the end of Shakespeare’s play, this music could refer to several people. Perhaps the
most likely is Hamlet himself, who is killed in a duel with Ophelia’s brother and given a military
funeral.

Throughout the work, there is a constant, moody alternation between slow and fast passages. Ten-
sion is imparted by means of frequent low string tremolos and by constant changes of dynamics and
tempo. The structure is deliberately unfocused, combining features of a loose overall ABA form with
elements of sonata form (exposition, harmonic development, partial recapitulation).

CD TIME LISTEN FOR

“MOLTO LENTO E LUGUBRE”

[“Very slow and gloomy”]

(44) 0:00 Muted horns, wind chords, timpani strokes, very quiet.

0:39 A little faster, rising strings; winds and brass join in, louder.

1:25 Winds and string chords alternate, changing harmonies.

1:43 Loud, agitated, speeding up, sudden pauses.

2:10 Low strings, marchlike rhythm, timpani.

2:37 String tremolos, quiet; trombones, crescendo, timpani; quiet again.
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“ALLEGRO APASSIONATO ED AGITATO ASSAI”

[“Passionate, fast, and quite agitated”]

(45) 3:14 Rising theme on strings, crescendo; whole orchestra, faster, marchlike rhythm.

3:30 Climax, descent in whole orchestra.

3:56 Brass fanfares; striding forceful theme, based on march rhythm.

4:32 Winds join in, then whole orchestra, very loud.

5:00 Sudden pause.

“DOLCE ED ESPRESSIVO”

[“Sweet and expressive”; (Liszt also writes in the score: “Peaceful, sounding like a
passing shadow, and suggesting Ophelia”)]

(46) 5:03 Sudden change of mood: slow, gentle, quiet woodwinds, then solo violin.

6:03 Fast interruption of quiet section, with fragments of much of the previous “Hamlet 
music:” forceful theme, loud; rising theme; alternating chords; then bassoons, 
quietly.

6:35 Return to slow, gentle, “Ophelia music:” winds, solo violin.

“ALLEGRO MOLTO AGITATO”

[“Fast and very agitated”]

(47) 7:42 Sudden key change to Eb! Tense. Rising strings, tremolos, punctuated by short 
chords; fanfares on trombones mixed with march theme; very loud short chords, 
dynamic contrasts.

“MOLTO LENTO E LUGUBRE”

[“Very slow and gloomy”]

(48) 9:50 Return to gloomy music of introduction with muted horns and woodwinds.

“MODERATO—FUNEBRE”

[“Moderate tempo—funereal”]

(49) 10:26 Slow, sad, funeral march.

11:20 Long, smooth, new theme on low strings, ending with slow chromatic descent.

12:02 Funeral march returns.

12:09 Tremolos, crescendos to loud climax; trombones.

12:43 Very slow, low strings; timpani.

13:29 Crescendo.

13:34 Dissonant chord, winds.

13:44 Two final pizzicato chords on strings and timpani, very quiet.
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Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901)
Otello (Excerpt)

Date of composition: 1887

Duration: 6:17

Otello was the last of Verdi’s tragic operas. Inspired by Shakespeare’s play Othello, it has
a libretto by Arrigo Boito (1842–1918).

Dramatic interest in this work lies not so much in the tragic plot as in the portrayal of human
emotions. The story revolves around the evil deception of Iago, an ensign in the Venetian army. He
is intensely jealous of the promotion of his friend Cassio to a high post. Iago is determined to destroy
Cassio’s career by deceiving Otello into thinking that Cassio is having an affair with Desdemona,
Otello’s new wife.

Much of the musical interest in Otello (and in many of Verdi’s operas) lies in the use of accompa-
nied recitative, which is a flexible form halfway between aria and recitative, and perfect for catching
the changing feelings of the participants in the drama.

This excerpt begins toward the end of Act II, where Iago cleverly tries to convince his comman-
der (Otello) that his rival (Cassio) has romantic designs on Desdemona. The scene builds from the
lightly accompanied opening and the representation of sleep-talk to a huge orchestral climax of
sworn revenge.

CD TIME LISTEN FOR

11 (1) 0:00 [horn, single note]

Iago [quiet string accompaniment]

0:04 Era la notte, Cassio dormia, I watched Cassio the other night
gli stavo accanto. as he slept.
Con interrotte voci tradia All of a sudden he began to mutter
l’intimo incanto. what he was dreaming.
Le labbra lente, lente movea, Moving his lips slowly, very slowly,
nell’abbandono del sogno ardente; he betrayed his secret thoughts;

0:40 e allor dicea, con flebil suono: saying in a passionate voice:

[separated wind chords]

0:48 “Desdemona soave! “My sweetest Desdemona!
Il nostro amor s’asconda, let us be careful,
cauti vegliamo cautiously hiding our love,

[back to strings]

1:02 l’estasi del ciel tutto m’innonda!” our heavenly rapture!”

1:14 [more agitated orchestral accompaniment]
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1:16 Seguia più vago l’incubo blando; Then he moved toward me
con molle angoscia l’interna imago and gently caressing
quasi baciando, the person in his dreams,

[menacing sounds]

1:32 ei disse poscia: “Il rio destino he said this: “Oh accursed fortune
impreco che al Moro ti donò!” that gave you to the Moor!”

[strings; high note in voice for “sogno” (“sleep”)]

1:55 E allora il sogno And after his dream,
in cieco letargo si mutò. he went calmly back to sleep.

Otello [louder]

12 (2) 2:17 Oh, mostruosa colpa! Oh, monstrous deed!

[brass]

Iago

Io non narrai che un sogno . . . No, this was only his dreaming . . .

Otello [timpani stroke on “fatto” (“truth”)]

2:22 Un sogno che rivela un fatto . . . A dream that reveals the truth . . .

Iago [strings]

2:25 Un sogno che può dar forma A dream that may support other evidence.
di prova ad altro indizio.

Otello [suspicious silence]

E qual? What kind of evidence?

Iago [a little slower; horn note]

2:37 Talor vedeste Have you ever seen
in mano di Desdemona in Desdemona’s hand
un tessuto trapunto a fior a handkerchief decorated with flowers
e più sottil d’un velo? and of the finest texture?

Otello

2:54 È il fazzoletto ch’io le diedi, That is the handkerchief I gave her,
pegno primo d’amor. It was my first gift to her.

Iago [quiet, with sudden ending]

3:01 Quel fazzoletto ieri certo ne son That same handkerchief, I swear,
lo vidi in man di Cassio. I saw in Cassio’s hand.

Otello [agitated; furious; whole orchestra; fast strings]

13 (3) 3:13 Ah! mille gli Ah! May God give the slave
donasse Iddio! a thousand lives!
Una è povera preda al furor mio! One is all too little for my revenge!
Iago, ho il cuore di gelo. Iago, my heart is ice.
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Lungi da me le pietose larve: Rise, Vengeance, from your cave:
Tutto il mio vano amor, my deepest love—
esalo al cielo— I vow to heaven—
Guardami, ei sparve! look, it’s gone!
Nelle sue spire d’angue l’idra I yield to tyrannous hate!

m’avvince!

3:49 Ah sangue! sangue! sangue! Oh, blood! blood! blood!

[determined; low chords]

3:56 Si pel ciel marmoreo giuro! I swear by yonder marble heaven!
Per le attorte folgori, and the eternal stars above,
per la Morte e per l’oscuro per and by Death and the darkest sea below,

mar sterminator.
D’ira e d’impeto tremendo, Never shall my anger cease
presto fia che sfolgori questa man until this hand
ch’io levo e stendo! has brought about my revenge!

Iago [similar music]

4:28 Non v’alzate ancor! No, wait!
Testimon è il Sol ch’io miro; Witness Sun, which illumines us:
che m’irradia e inanima, Earth, on which we live,
l’ampia terra e il vasto spiro, you, ambient air that we breathe,
del Creato inter; the Creator’s breath;
che ad Otello io sacro ardenti, witness that I eagerly give Othello
core, braccio ed anima s’anco my heart, my hands, and my soul
ad opere cruenti to these bloody deeds.

[whole orchestra]

5:01 s’armi suo voler! Let him command!

Otello & Iago [duet, rising to a powerful climax]

14 (4) 5:07 Si pel ciel marmoreo giuro! I swear by yonder marble heaven!
per le attorte folgori, and eternal stars above,
per la Morte e per l’oscuro per mar and by Death and the darkest sea below,

sterminator.

[prominent brass]

5:25 D’ira e d’impeto tremendo Never shall my anger cease
presto fia che sfolgori questa man until this hand
ch’io levo e stendo; has brought about my revenge;
presto fia che sfolgori questa man, until this hand,
presto fia che sfolgori questa man until this hand

5:46 ch’io levo e stendo. has brought about my revenge.

[unaccompanied]

5:53 Dio vendicator! God of vengeance!

5:59 [loud orchestral postlude; brass and timpani; whole orchestra]

6:13 [End of Act II]
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Richard Wagner (1813–1883)
Prelude and Liebestod from the

Music Drama Tristan und Isolde

Date of composition: 1865

Orchestration: 3 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn,
2 clarinets, bass clarinet, 3 bassoons, 4 horns,
3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, harp,
violins I and II, violas, cellos, double basses; voice

Duration: 18:03

Like most of Wagner’s works, Tristan und Isolde is based on a medieval legend. Tristan
and Isolde are lovers, and the opera is about their passion and final union in death. The Prelude and
Liebestod, respectively the beginning and the end of the opera, are often excerpted from the work.

The Prelude introduces the main leitmotiv of the work, an upward-striving phrase that never
quite resolves. This phrase saturates the whole Prelude, giving it a strong sense of urgency and
yearning. In addition, there is a rising cello theme, closely based on the opening leitmotiv.

Although Wagner creates a feeling of constant flowing motion, the Prelude is also characterized
by two other, opposing techniques: building short motives into long passages, and “deconstructing”
the music into mere fragments. Although the music remains (barely) anchored to a tonal center, the
harmonies are so chromatic that it also seems to float and surge freely above this anchor.

Liebestod (“Love-Death”) comes at the very end of the opera. At the moment of reunion with
Isolde, Tristan dies; she then also dies, joining him in the transcendence of death. Like the Prelude,
Liebestod is based primarily on two leitmotivs: the “love-death” music heard when the voice enters,
and the motive of “transcendental bliss” first played by the flutes a third of the way through.

Toward the end, the “yearning” leitmotiv from the very beginning of the Prelude recurs, but here,
for the first time, it ends in harmonic resolution. It is as though only the final chords can resolve the
urgent longing established at the outset of the work.

The large orchestra is used for delicate passages as well as for enormous climaxes. And the voice
soars in and out and over the orchestral fabric, as though it were an additional special thread in the
overall texture of the work.

CD TIME LISTEN FOR

Prelude

(5) 0:00 “Yearning” leitmotiv; cellos, woodwinds. Pause.

CHAPTER 10
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0:30 Leitmotiv repeated at slightly higher pitch. Pause.

0:55 Third statement of leitmotiv at an even higher pitch. Pause.

1:18 Extension on woodwinds.

1:32 Reduction of leitmotiv to two notes; strings, winds.

1:43 Loud deceptive cadence, pizzicato in bass.

(6) 1:53 Cello theme, clearly based on “yearning” leitmotiv but constantly striving higher. 
Pizzicato bass accompaniment.

2:26 Continuation on strings.

3:20 Surging crescendos.

(7) 3:37 Development of cello theme on woodwinds.

4:03 Reduction of cello theme (strings and woodwinds).

4:28 Surging; strings, horns, woodwinds.

5:27 Further crescendos; long flowing section.

6:29 Rising violin passages, getting increasingly intense.

7:17 Climax and loud intense passage.

(8) 7:48 Orchestral climax, very loud; brass.

7:58 Orchestra winds down.

(9) 8:10 Return to “yearning” leitmotiv.

8:30 Repetitions of leitmotiv at higher pitches.

9:09 Climax, followed by decrescendo.

9:26 Fragments.

9:52 Timpani roll, English horn, “yearning” leitmotiv.

(10) 10:13 Timpani; bass clarinet; “yearning” leitmotiv stripped down; quiet.

10:31 Double basses only; ending with two pizzicato notes; very quiet.

Liebestod

“Love-death” leitmotiv in voice, continues throughout section.

etc.

etc.
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(11) 0:00 Mild und leise wie er lächelt, How quietly and tenderly he smiles,

[String tremolos; trombones]

0:16 wie das Auge hold er öffnet, How sweetly he opens his eyes!
seht ihr’s, Freunde? Seht ihr’s nicht? Do you see, my friends? Do you not see?

[Tremolos continue; horn]

0:41 Immer lichter, wie er leuchtet, How brightly he shines, 

[Sudden crescendo, high notes on “leuchtet” (“shines”)]

0:55 stern-umstrahlet hoch sich hebt? How high he soars, surrounded by stars?

[Harp; high on “hoch” (“high”)]

1:10 Seht ihr’s nicht? Do you not see?
Wie das Herz ihm mutig schwillt, How valiantly his heart swells,

[Loud]

1:25 voll und hehr im Busen ihm quillt? Majestic and full, beats in his breast?

1:41 Wie den Lippen, sonnig mild, How his lips, soft and gentle,
süsser Atem sanft entweht? Exhale sweet, delightful breath?

[Horns, woodwinds, “bliss” leitmotiv on flutes (continues throughout section)]

2:15 Freunde! Seht! Fühlt und seht ihr’s Friends! Look! Do you not feel it and see it?
nicht?

(12) 2:35 Höre ich nur diese Weise, Do I alone hear this melody,
die so wundervoll und leise, Which, so wondrously tender,

[Sense of return to opening; surging]

2:58 Wonne klagend, alles sagend, Softly mourning, saying all,
mild versöhnend aus ihm tönend, Gently forgiving, sounds from him,

[Voice takes over “bliss” leitmotiv]

3:20 in mich dringet, auf sich schwinget, Penetrates within me, rising up,
hold erhallend um mich klinget? Sweetly echoes and rings around me?

[Speeding up; crescendo]

3:43 Heller schallend, mich umwallend, Sounding yet more clearly, surrounding me,
sind es Wellen sanfter Lüfte? Are they waves of holy breezes?
Sind es Wogen wonniger Düfte? Are they clouds of wondrous fragrance?

[Repeated phrase in orchestra . . . rising ever higher]

4:08 Wie sie schwellen, mich umrauschen, As they swell and roar around me,
soll ich atmen, soll ich lauschen? Shall I breathe them in, shall I listen to them?
Soll ich schlürfen, untertauchen? Shall I sip them, dive in among them?
Süss in Düften mich verhauchen? Sweetly expire amidst the fragrance?
In dem wogenden Schwall, in dem In the surging swell, in the ringing sounds,

tönenden Schall,

[More and more agitated]

etc.
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4:40 in des Welt-Atems wehendem All In the world’s breath, encompassing everything,
ertrinken, versinken To drown, to sink

[Huge climax; decrescendo. Dramatic change of harmony]

(13) 5:25 unbewusst höchste Lust! Unconscious—what utter bliss!

[Last word floats . . . Slow. Decrescendo. “Bliss” leitmotiv very slowly leads to:]

6:09 Return of “yearning” leitmotiv from Prelude

6:24 Resolution chord

6:31 Final chords

The Nationalist
Composers
As we saw in the previous chapter, one of the conse-

quences of Romanticism was the growth of national-

ism throughout Europe. We have seen how this

affected some of the composers we have already dis-

cussed. Verdi’s operas contain references to Italy’s

struggle for independence, and he became a national

hero. Wagner’s music focused on a mythic and heroic

German past, and he became a symbol of German eth-

nic pride.

But there were other composers whose music

responded even more obviously to the nationalist

movements in their own countries. These composers

deliberately rejected the German and Italian domi-

nance in instrumental music and opera and fostered

national pride in their own native traditions. They did

this in several ways. First, they wrote operas in their

own native languages—languages that had not previ-

ously been used for opera, such as Russian or Czech.

Second, they based operas and symphonic poems on

stories from national folklore and on descriptions of

native scenes of natural beauty. Finally, composers

often wove their own countries’ folk tunes into their

compositions to give their music a distinct national

identity.

The main nineteenth-century nationalist com-

posers were to be found in Russia, Czechoslovakia,

Scandinavia, Spain, and France. In the early twentieth

century, nationalism also affected Hungarian, Polish,

English, and American composers.

Russia

The nationalist movement in music was first felt in

Russia, where music had been dominated entirely by

foreign influence. Starting in the middle of the nine-

teenth century, Russian composers began to write

operas in their own language, on Russian themes, and

they often based their librettos on literary works by the

great Russian writers of the time. In the second half of

the century, a group of composers known as “The

Mighty Handful” set out consciously to forge a native

musical tradition. Of these composers, the most stir-

ring nationalist was Modest Mussorgsky (1839–1881),

whose works include the opera Boris Godunov, based

on a story by the Russian writer Alexander Pushkin;

the series of pieces known as Pictures at an Exhibition,

which describe paintings hanging in a gallery; and the

symphonic poem Night on Bald Mountain.

Bohemia

Bohemia had been an independent kingdom until it

was taken over by Austria in the fifteenth century. (For

most of the twentieth century, it formed part of

Czechoslovakia but is now a region in the Czech

Republic.) The two principal Bohemian composers of

the nineteenth century were Bedřich Smetana

(1824–1884) and Antonin Dvořák (1841–1904).

Smetana based his most famous opera, The Bartered

Bride, on Bohemian folklore. Another well-known

piece by Smetana is the symphonic poem The Moldau,

which describes the flow of a river across the Bohemian

countryside. It cleverly combines depictions of nature
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Bedřich Smetana (1824–1884)
Symphonic Poem, The Moldau

Date of composition: 1874

Orchestration: Piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons,
4 French horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba,
timpani, bass drum, triangle, cymbals, harp, strings

Tempo: Allegro commodo non agitato (“Fast but
comfortable and not agitated”)

Meter: 

Key: E minor

Duration: 12:46

8

6

The Moldau is a majestic tone poem that combines several components of Romanticism: It
is descriptive program music, and it expresses an interest in nature and, above all, it is nationalis-
tic. The title of the work refers to a powerful river. This piece is part of a cycle, Má Vlast (My Coun-
try), which depicts six different scenes of Smetana’s native Bohemia.

Smetana employs the rich color of a large orchestra: Note the use of harp, tuba, piccolo, bass
drum, cymbals, and triangle. With this vivid palette he creates scenes of contrasting atmosphere.
Smetana’s program describes the river Moldau beginning from two small streams, growing in size,
and then flowing through the countryside, in the moonlight, over rapids, and past an ancient castle,
finally disappearing into the distance. These distinct scenes are clearly audible in the tone poem,
and Smetana adds further description in the score. Throughout, the flowing water is suggested by
smooth, slurred, stepwise melodies.

Complete CD
V, 14 
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with feelings of national pride. (See Listening Guide

below.) Dvořák wrote symphonies, concertos, operas,

choral works, and chamber music. Chief among these

are the Ninth (New World) Symphony (which he wrote

in America), the Cello Concerto, and his Slavonic

Dances for orchestra. The New World Symphony com-

bines American themes with Bohemian folk melodies.

Dvořák hoped it would inspire American composers to

become nationalists. “America can have her own

music,” he said.

Moravia

Moravia—formerly independent, then a part of

Czechoslovakia, now a region of the Czech Republic—

was the homeland of Leoš Janáček (1854–1928).

Janáček collected authentic Moravian folk songs and

was a great and innovative composer. His superb Czech

operas and his two fine string quartets were written

primarily in the 1920s.

Part Three of The Moldau is shown on the
INSIDE THE ORCHESTRA video available
at www.prenhall.com/yudkin.
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CD TIME LISTEN FOR

THE TWO SPRINGS

[This section acts as an introduction, a brief prelude before we actually 
reach the river.]

(14) 0:00 Smooth running line in the two flutes, p, representing the two springs.

Sparse accompaniment of pizzicato violins and high harp suggests delicate stream.

0:40 The lower strings enter on a long-held dominant chord, building a feeling of 
expectation.

THE RIVER

1:00 Sense of arrival as the dominant chord resolves to the tonic, accented by pizzicato 
lower strings and triangle.

(15) 1:06 River theme, E minor, a songlike melody, smooth and stepwise, and with longer note 
values providing a gentle rocking motion. Swirling sixteenth notes act as 
accompaniment, adding to the depth of the river.

HUNTING IN THE FOREST

(16) 2:59 The four horns play in chordal harmony, f; accented repeated notes; then a melody 
of up-and-down arpeggiation.

Winds and lower strings pick up the leaping arpeggiated melody, violins continue 
the flowing sixteenth notes. Decrescendo to repeated notes, leading into:

PEASANT WEDDING

(17) 4:03 Simple rhythms of the bouncing repeated notes and smooth, lilting pairs of notes 
evoke a country dance, p. Short phrases and homophonic texture, G major.

Repeated notes fade into:

MOONLIGHT: DANCE OF THE WATER-NYMPHS (TRANQUILLY)

(18) 5:39 Still in major key, pp; sustained chords.

(19) 6:06 High melody of even, stately half notes in muted violins. Accompaniment of 
sixteenth notes and graceful ascending harp arpeggios. Gradual increase in 
dynamics and level of activity; more instruments and new rhythms added.

7:46 Crescendo, aggressive sounds, brass enter with staccato chords. Timpani rolls and 
trumpet fanfares accentuate the growing intensity. Accelerating runs of sixteenth 
notes lead into:

(20) 8:38 The return of the river theme. But the waters suddenly turn turbulent.
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THE RAPIDS OF ST. JOHN

(21) 9:29 Ascending minor scales alternate in the low brass and low strings, ff. Jagged, 
piercing arpeggios in the piccolos. Both outline harsh dissonant chords. Timpani 
rolls and cymbal crashes of increasing speed suggest violently cresting waves.

Gradual shortening of the phrase lengths adds to building intensity and leads to:

(22) 10:43 An accelerated return of the river theme, now in major, ff; the river is more 
powerful than ever.

THE ANCIENT CASTLE VYŠEHRAD

(23) 11:13 Chordal brass melody, harmonized by the full brass sections, ff; the tempo is 
stately and broad.

11:31 Bright cadential chords, arpeggiated like a fanfare; the ending section is triumphal 
and in major.

12:02 Final decrescendo, still with the rocking motion of the river theme, as the Moldau 
disappears in the distance, pp. Full orchestra for the strong closing chords, ff.

Scandinavia

Norway produced the most famous Scandinavian

nationalist composer in Edvard Grieg (1843–1907).

Grieg specialized in piano miniatures inspired by Nor-

wegian tunes. His well-known orchestral Peer Gynt

Suite was written for the play of the same name by the

Norwegian writer Henrik Ibsen. The Danish composer

Carl Nielsen (1865–1931) was a highly individual

composer, whose main works (operas, symphonies,

and string quartets) belong to the first two decades of

the twentieth century. The leading composer of Fin-

land was Jan Sibelius (1865–1957). He wrote seven

superb symphonies and a deeply emotional string

quartet, but his most famous work is the symphonic

poem Finlandia (1899), whose intense national flavor

caused it to be banned by the foreign rulers in Finland,

though it was an immense success throughout the rest

of Europe.

Spain

The principal nationalist composers of Spain were

Enrique Granados (1867–1916), Isaac Albéniz

(1860–1909), and Manuel de Falla (1876–1946).

Granados and Albéniz wrote piano suites in lively

Spanish rhythms and with colorful melodies. De Falla

is best known for his wonderful Nights in the Gardens

of Spain, a series of three evocative and atmospheric

pieces for piano and orchestra.

France

After the end of the Franco-Prussian War in 1871, a

National Society for French Music was founded to

encourage French composers. The most gifted of these

were Camille Saint-Saëns (1835–1921) and Gabriel

Fauré (1845–1924). Saint-Saëns’ Carnival of the Ani-

mals for chamber orchestra is great fun; his Symphony

No. 3 is a more serious work, but also very attractive.

Fauré wrote exquisite French songs to poems by some

of the leading French poets of his day.

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
(1840–1893)
The Russian composer Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky wrote

operas in Russian based on works of Russian literature

and also made use of Russian folk songs—but he was

not as committed a nationalist as some of his contem-

poraries. It may be partly for this reason that he

achieved international success. And this is why we shall

consider him separately here.
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky 
Scene from Act II of the Ballet

Swan Lake

Date of composition: 1876

Orchestration: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones,
tuba, timpani, harp, strings

Tempo: Moderato (Moderate)

Meter: 

Key: B minor

Duration: 3:12

4

4

CHAPTER 10
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from his music, and the Russian czar had provided him

with a life pension.

In his last years, Tchaikovsky wrote some of his

best-known music, including a ballet entitled The

Nutcracker and his Sixth Symphony, subtitled

Pathétique. Tchaikovsky died in 1893, apparently of

cholera, though it has been suggested that, threatened

with public exposure of his homosexuality, he commit-

ted suicide.

Tchaikovsky’s Music
Tchaikovsky’s music is highly emotional. It surges with

passion and appeals directly to the senses. The range of

expression is very great, from the depths of despair to

the height of joy. There is sensuousness, delicacy,

nobility, tenderness, and fire. The Nutcracker is one of

the most popular ballet scores in the world, though it is

followed closely by Sleeping Beauty and Swan Lake,

both also by Tchaikovsky. The Fourth and Sixth Sym-

phonies are deeply emotional utterances, and his

operas, such as Eugene Onyegin and The Queen of

Spades, though less well known, are powerfully dra-

matic works. Tchaikovsky also wrote three piano con-

certos as well as a violin concerto that enraptures audi-

ences every time it is played.

Tchaikovsky used an orchestra of moderate size; he

never went to the extremes of some other Romantic

composers. But he was very interested in orchestral

color. There is little in music to match the stirring brass

fanfare at the beginning of the Fourth Symphony or

the paired clarinets at the beginning of the Sixth. For

“The Dance of the Sugar-Plum Fairy” in The Nut-

cracker, Tchaikovsky contrasts the delicate shimmery

sound of the celesta with the deep richness of a bass

clarinet.

Tchaikovsky was a master of melody. Some of his

tunes have been featured in famous popular songs or as

soundtracks to movies. He sometimes used folk tunes,

but most of his melodies came from his own inex-

haustible lyrical gift. Tchaikovsky was a Russian com-

poser, as he always insisted, but his music speaks to

millions of people who have never even been to Russia.

(See Listening Guide below.)

Complete CD
III, 24 
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Tchaikovsky’s ballet Swan Lake contains some wonderful music. This was the composer’s
first major ballet score, which he completed in 1876. It is full of stirring melodies, gorgeous orches-
tration, and a masterly sense of atmosphere. The story is derived from a Russian folk tale and, like
all ballet stories, is relatively simple: A Prince falls in love with a woman who, like her companions,
has been turned into a swan. This scene depicts the swans gliding majestically on a moonlit lake.
The principal theme is presented with ever increasing richness and passion.

CD TIME LISTEN FOR

24 0:00 The strings set the scene (ripples on the moonlit lake?) by playing tremolo. This 
is a technique of moving the bow back and forth rapidly on the strings. We 
also hear the harp. Both the harp and the tremolo strings are heard throughout 
this movement.

0:04 With the harp and strings in the background, a solo oboe plays the gliding swan 
theme.

0:30 Continuation of the theme. The music rises and falls. You can still hear the harp.

1:02 Horns come in loud and proud with the theme, accompanied by strings and the 
timpani.

1:27 Woodwinds set up a triplet accompaniment.

1:30 Continuation of theme on high strings, accompanied by the woodwinds and 
pizzicato basses.

1:51 A new extension of the theme is heard.

2:05 Low brass instruments are added, crescendo . . .

2:18 Now trumpets too! More crescendo . . .

2:45 Just when you think the elimax is coming, the strings break into a descending 
pattern, continued down by the trombones until:

2:32 Wham! Now comes the climax. The whole orchestra plays fff. (You can hear 
the timpani rolls underneath). Continued by the mass of strings with 
punctuation by brass and timpani strokes.

2:45 Woodwinds and violins. Less loud.

2:52 Cellos, basses, and bassoons. Less loud still. Slowing down.

3:00 Final notes. Quieter still. You can still hear the tremolo strings (and see the 
shimmering of the water in your mind’s eye.)
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Johannes Brahms (1833–1897)
“Wiegenlied” (“Lullaby”), Op. 49, No. 4

Date of composition: 1868

Tempo: Zart bewegt (“Moving tenderly”)

Meter: 

Key: E b Major

Duration: 2:07

4

3
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those of Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Tchaikovsky as

one of the great violin concertos of the nineteenth

century. It is technically impressive, powerful, and

lively, but it also has passages of great calm and beauty.

Written for himself to play, Brahms’s two piano con-

certos are also masterpieces. In all his orchestral works,

Brahms used an orchestra not much bigger than

Beethoven’s, avoiding the huge, showy sounds of Wag-

ner and Liszt. One characteristic of Brahms’s style is his

thick orchestral textures. He liked to “fill in” the sound

between treble and bass with many musical lines, and

to double melodies in thirds or sixths. He especially

favored instruments that play in the middle range,

such as clarinet, viola, and French horn.

This warmth of sound may be found in his cham-

ber music as well. Because he was a fine pianist,

Brahms wrote several chamber works for piano and

strings, but he also composed some excellent string

quartets. His love of rich textures is shown in the two

string quintets and two string sextets. Toward the end of

his life, after he had decided to give up composition,

Brahms met a fine clarinetist who inspired several

chamber works featuring the clarinet. In all these

works there is passion, but the passion is mingled with

resignation and an autumnal sense of peace. Brahms’s

solo piano music was written mostly for his own per-

formance. The early pieces are strong and showy, but

the later ones are much more delicate and profound.

Brahms composed several choral works. The most

important of these is the German Requiem, for soprano

and baritone soloists, chorus, and orchestra, for which

Brahms chose his own texts from the German Bible. It

was written not for a religious service but for concert

performance. Nevertheless, the music is sincere and

deeply felt. Brahms was a man who did not believe in

organized religion, yet he was privately devout and

read every day from the Bible he had owned since

childhood.

Brahms has been called a conservative composer

because of his adherence to models from the past. Yet

he was an innovator in many ways. His rhythms are

always complex and interesting, with syncopation and

offbeat accents and with a very frequent use of mixed

duple and triple meters. His phrases are often

irregular—expanded or contracted from the usual

four- or eight-bar format. And he was a master of vari-

ation, in which something familiar is constantly under-

going change. Indeed, in Brahms’s music there is very

little exact repetition or recapitulation: the music

seems to grow organically from beginning to end.

Brahms himself was both complex and fascinating, and

the same can be said of his music.

Complete CD
V, 25
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Brahms wrote this, perhaps his most famous song, for the baby son of a woman who sang
in his choir in Hamburg. It is strophic: the two stanzas are sung to the same music. The poem (an old
German folk song) has three pairs of lines, but Brahms repeats the last pair to make a balanced four
pairs, with four phrases of music, given four measures each. There are an additional two measures of
piano introduction. Brahms uses every means at his disposal to create a peaceful musical setting for
this lullaby. The vocal line is smooth and wafting; the piano part has transparent texture, a rocking,
hazy rhythm, and extremely stable harmonies. There is the slightest intensification of the piano part
in the second half of each stanza (“Morgen früh . . .”/“Schlaf nun . . .”).

CD TIME LISTEN FOR

(25) 0:00 [Two measures piano introduction, setting the mood]

Stanza 1

0:06 Guten Abend, gut’ Nacht, Good night, good night,
Mit Rosen bedacht, (Those covers) decorated with roses,
Mit Näglein besteckt, Embroidered with carnations,
Schlupf unter die Deck. Slip under them.

[ends high]

0:31 Morgen früh, wenn Gott will, Tomorrow morning, God willing,
Wirst du wieder geweckt. You will wake again.
Morgen früh, wenn Gott will, Tomorrow morning, God willing,
Wirst du wieder geweckt. You will wake again.

[ends low]

Stanza 2

[music repeated for second stanza]

1:05 Guten Abend, gut’ Nacht, Good night, good night,
Von Englein bewacht, You are watched over by angels,
Die zeigen im Traum Who will show you in your dreams
Dir Christkindleins Baum. The Christ child’s tree.
Schlaf nun selig und süss, Sleep now, blessed and sweet,
Schau im Traum’s Paradies. And look at Paradise in your dreams.
Schlaf nun selig und süss, Sleep now, blessed and sweet,
Schau im Traum’s Paradies. And look at Paradise in your dreams.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY II: MID- TO LATE- ROMANTIC MUSIC
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Johannes Brahms (1833–1897)
Fourth Movement from Symphony

No. 4 in E Minor

Date of composition: 1885

Orchestration: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons, contrabassoon, 4 French horns,
2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani, full string
section

Tempo: Allegro energico e passionato (“Fast,
energetic, and passionate”)

Meter: 

Key: E minor

Duration: 10:36

4

3

CHAPTER 10
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Winds and Trombones

The fourth movement of Brahms’s Symphony No. 4 is based on a regularly repeating eight-
measure harmonic progression. This form is known as a passacaglia, a variation form that was pop-
ular with Baroque composers. Brahms’s use of this form shows how he valued the musical past as a
source of inspiration.

The repetitive harmonic element gives the movement a clear and accessible form, and the eight-
measure patterns can be followed simply by counting. The harmonic progression is not repeated
strictly each time but is used instead as a flexible point of departure. The variations range from pure
harmonic chord progressions, as in the initial statement, to melodic ideas.

The initial presentation of the theme is bold, strong, and direct. Although this statement is pri-
marily harmonic—a series of chords—it also has a powerful melodic element, a relentless ascend-
ing line that dramatically drops an octave just before the end. The theme begins in the tonic key and
moves to the dominant in measure 6 before returning to the tonic. These features (the melodic line
and the harmonic motion) are drawn on in the course of the movement, but the most fixed and
unchanging feature is the length of the variations. The consistent use of the eight-measure pattern
creates a movement of great strength.

In addition to this small-scale structural element, Brahms organizes the work by grouping the
thirty variations into three large sections. The middle section contrasts with the outer sections;

Student CD
III, 15

Complete CD
V, 26 
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the third section includes some varied restatements of earlier material. Thus, the larger form of this
movement is another manifestation of one that is by now very familiar: ABA′, with Coda:

A B A′ CODA

Theme, and Variations 1–11 Variations 12–15 Variations 16–30

Within these large groups, Brahms focuses our attention by grouping similar variations together.
Variations that share related ideas are bracketed in the timed description that follows.

CD TIME LISTEN FOR

A section [minor key, meter]

15 (26) 0:00 Theme. Strong, measure-long chords, ascending melodic line, brass and 
woodwinds. (Count the eight measures.)

0:16 Variation 1

Also chordal, with timpani rolls and string pizzicatos on the second beat of the 
measures.

0:30 Variation 2

Smooth melody with regular rhythmic values and smooth motion. Flutes join 
clarinets and oboes in a crescendo.

0:46 Variation 3

The regular rhythm of the melody is given a staccato articulation; brass is added.

1:01 Variation 4

The ascending melody of the theme is used as a bass line in the lower strings, 
while the violins introduce a new melody, featuring leaping motion and jumpy 
rhythms.

1:18 Variation 5

Violins elaborate this melody with faster rhythms; accompaniment thickens with 
arpeggios.

1:33 Variation 6

Rhythms become even faster and more intense, building to the next variation.

1:48 Variation 7

New melodic idea, with the violins strained in their upper register, and a new 
jumpy rhythm.

16 (27) 2:04 Variation 8

Faster rhythms (sixteenth notes) used in violins, busy energetic feel; violins 
repeat a single high note while the flute plays a smoother melodic line.

2:19 Variation 9

Suddenly loud; even faster rhythms (sixteenth-note triplets), violins swoop from 
high to low range; decrescendo with violins again on repeated note; 
descending chromatic scale in the winds.

4

3
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2:35 Variation 10

Calm exchanges of chords between winds and strings.

2:53 Variation 11

More chord exchanges, but the violins elaborate theirs with faster, detached notes. 
Descending and slowing chromatic scale in the flute connects to solo of the next 
variation.

B section [Here the new, slower tempo and meter ( ) result in longer variations, although they
are still eight measures. The descending chromatic scale that ended Variation 11
also ends Variations 13, 14, and 15.]

17 (28) 3:14 Variation 12

Flute solo that restlessly ascends, gradually reaching into higher ranges, and then 
descends. Duple pattern in accompaniment emphasizes the new meter.

3:57 Variation 13

Change to brighter E major. Much calmer mood. Clarinet and oboe alternate simple 
phrases. Duple pattern in accompaniment continues, supplemented by long rising 
arpeggios in the strings.

4:36 Variation 14

Trombones enter with chordal, hymnlike sound. Short rising arpeggios in the strings 
are the only accompaniment.

5:17 Variation 15

Brass and winds continue rich chordal sound, with fuller string arpeggios, as in 
Var. 14. Descending line in flute, slows to a halt.

A′ section [The return of the A material is bold and dramatic. The faster tempo has renewed
drive and energy after the contemplative B section.]

18 (29) 6:03 Variation 16

Repeat of the original statement of the theme, only joined in measure 4 by searingly 
high violins descending a scale. Back to E minor and .

6:16 Variation 17

String tremolos crescendo and decrescendo while winds emphasize beats 2 and 3 of 
the meter.

6:27 Variation 18

String tremolos continue while winds and brass exchange a jumpy figure that builds 
in a rising melody.

6:40 Variation 19

f; new staccato articulation as strings and winds alternate bold eighth-note 
gestures.

6:53 Variation 20

Staccato figure builds in intensity, using faster triplet rhythm.

4

3

4

3

2

3
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7:05 Variation 21

Swift ascending scales in strings, ending with accented notes, alternate with brass 
unison attacks rising in pitch.

7:18 Variation 22

p; syncopated quarter notes, creating a two-against-three feeling, are exchanged 
with staccato triplet figures.

7:30 Variation 23

Suddenly f; theme in French horns, triplet figures build in strings and winds, 
ending in eighth notes moving by leaps.

19 (30) 7:44 Variation 24

With its accents on beat 2, this variation recalls Var. 1 but is much more forceful, 
with heavy accents.

7:59 Variation 25

Here the soft melody of Var. 2 returns, now frenzied in intensity through the loud 
volume and string tremolos. Emphasis on beat 2 continues with brass and timpani 
repeated notes.

8:12 Variation 26

The staccato quarter notes of Var. 3 are smooth and rich here, in the French horns, 
then moving to the oboes.

8:25 Variation 27

Sustained chords in the high winds, with smooth arpeggios rising and falling in the 
violas and cellos.

8:40 Variation 28

Sustained melody in winds becomes more active; faster arpeggios rise to violins and 
violas.

8:53 Variation 29

Rising two-note figures in flutes, accompanied by syncopated string offbeats; ends 
with stepwise violin melody.

9:07 Variation 30

Suddenly f; accented quarter notes, with offbeats; slight slowing and ever wider 
leaps in the violins; four additional measures outside of the theme move us into 
the Coda.

Coda

20 (31) 9:29 Based on melodic outline of theme; increasing tempo; high violin line accompanied 
by driving arpeggios and tremolos; two-note exchanges between high and low.

9:51 Trombones with two accented, compressed statements of the theme melody, 
punctuated by strings.

9:59 Violins crescendo; winds play theme statements answered by orchestra; strings and 
winds in a syncopated statement of the theme; vigorous descending arpeggios 
weight the concluding chords.
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(1896), Tosca (1900), and Madama Butterfly (1904),

three of the most popular operas in the entire reper-

tory. They are all cast in the new verismo (realist) mode

of opera. La Bohème tells the story of a group of poor

students and artists living in Paris; Tosca contains

scenes of attempted rape, murder, execution, and sui-

cide; and Madama Butterfly describes the pathetic

death of a devoted Japanese geisha girl. But all three are

also full of life, love, and passion.

Puccini’s next opera, La fanciulla del West (The Girl

of the Golden West, 1910), was given its premiere at the

Metropolitan Opera House in New York. This is Puc-

cini’s “American” opera, set in the “Wild West,” with

saloons, guns, and a manhunt. For the premiere, the

great Arturo Toscanini was the conductor, and the

legendary tenor Enrico Caruso took the leading

male role.

Puccini’s last opera was Turandot, set in China and

based on a Chinese folk story. It was not quite finished

when Puccini died in 1924. A colleague completed the

last two scenes, and the first performance was given in

1926 at the great opera house of La Scala in Milan.

Puccini’s death was declared a national day of mourn-

ing in Italy.

Before he died, Puccini wrote, “When I was born,

the Almighty touched me with his little finger and

said: ‘Write operas—mind you, only operas!’ And I

have obeyed the supreme command.”

Puccini’s Music
Puccini’s music never fails to stir the strongest emo-

tions. His senses of timing, drama, and poignancy were

perfect, and he was able to set a scene or a mood with

just a few phrases of music. His melodies soar, and the

vocal lines are buoyed up on waves of orchestral sound.

A trademark of his style is the doubling or even tripling

of the vocal lines by the orchestra, especially in the

strings, so that the voices gain an almost luminous

intensity. Puccini also wrote fresh and modern har-

monies, with some strong dissonances and unexpected

chord progressions, and these serve to heighten the

drama. Sometimes he also employed unusual scales,

such as the pentatonic scale, to suggest an exotic locale.

The action in Puccini operas is continuous, with

short orchestral phrases woven together under the sung

dialogue. For the most part, there is little distinction

between recitative and aria, although in each of his

operas there are some arias that are unforgettable. We

will listen to one of them: the exquisite, passionate,

heartbreaking melody of an aria from Madama Butter-

fly. “Without melody,” said Puccini, “there can be no

music.”

Student CD
III, 21
Complete CD
V, 32

LISTENING GUIDE

Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924)
“Un bel dì” (“One Fine Day”) from Madama Butterfly

Date of composition: 1904

Duration: 4:32

Madama Butterfly, one of Puccini’s most beloved operas, premiered in 1904, at a
time when American naval vessels frequented Japanese seaports. Oriental customs and exotic
scenery provide the background for this tragic plot, which involves Benjamin Franklin Pinkerton
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(an American lieutenant) and Cio-Cio-San (“Butterfly,” a young Japanese girl). Pinkerton has rented
a Japanese house for a period of 999 years. Also in the rental package is his “betrothal” to 
Cio-Cio-San.

Treating the marriage merely as a casual affair, Pinkerton returns to America after the wedding,
and he marries an American woman shortly thereafter. When he returns to Japan three years later
with his American wife, the deeply loyal Cio-Cio-San, in grief and humiliation, kills herself.

Butterfly’s aria “Un bel dì” comes near the beginning of Act II, as she tries to convince herself
and her servant that her husband will return to her. You will hear gorgeous soaring melodies and
exotic “Oriental” sounds in this superb da capo (ABA) aria. Listen to the doubling and sometimes
tripling of the vocal line in the orchestra, which gives great richness to Puccini’s wonderful lyricism.

CD TIME LISTEN FOR

A section [voice doubled in orchestra]

21 (32) 0:00 Un bel dì, vedremo levarsi un fil di One fine day, we’ll notice a thread of
fuomo sull’ estremo confin del mare. smoke rising on the horizon of the sea.
E poi la nave appare. And then the ship will appear.
Poi la nave bianca Then the white vessel
entra nel porto, will glide into the harbor,

[timpani; voice tripled in orchestra for second line]

0:50 romba il suo saluto. thundering forth her cannon.
Vedi? E venuto! Do you see? He has come!
Io non gli scendo incontro, I don’t go to meet him,
Io no . . . Not I . . .

B section [delicate accompaniment]

22 (33) 1:18 Mi metto lá sul ciglio del colle, I stay on the brow of the hill,
e aspetto, e aspetto gran tempo, and wait there, wait for a long time,
e non mi pesa la lunga attesa. but never weary of the long waiting.

[more movement]

1:44 E . . . uscito dalla folla cittadina From the crowded city comes
un uomo, un picciol punto, a man, a little speck in the distance,

[slowing down]

2:00 s’avia per la collina. climbing the hill.

[very quiet]

2:15 Chi sarà? chi sarà? Who is it? Who is it?
E come sara giunto, And when he’s reached the summit,
che dirà? che dirà? what will he say? What will he say?

[slower, with solo violin, then clarinet]

2:24 Chiamerà “Butterfly” He will call “Butterfly”
dalla lontana. from a distance.
Io senza dar riposta me And I, without answering,
ne star nascosta, will keep myself quietly concealed,
un po’ per celia, a bit to tease him,
e un po’ per non . . . and a bit so as not to . . .
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A section [return to original melody; voice tripled then doubled in orchestra]

23 (34) 2:52 morire al primo incontro, die at our first meeting,
ed egli alquanto in pena, and then, a little troubled,
chiamerà, chiamerà, he will call, he will call,
“Piccina mogliettina, “Dearest, little wife of mine,
olezzo di verbena!”, dear little orange blossom!”,
i nomi che mi dava the names he used to call
al suo venire. when he first came here.

[crescendo]

3:28 Tutto questo avverrà, This will come to pass,
te lo prometto. I promise you.

[climax]

3:34 Tienti la tua paura, Banish your idle fears,
io con sicura fede l’aspetto. I know for certain he will come.

3:48 [lush orchestral postlude]

4:19 [final chords]

Gustav Mahler
(1860–1911)
Gustav Mahler was the last great Romantic composer.

In his work, Romantic song and the Romantic sym-

phony come together in a final (somewhat nostalgic)

triumph of late Romanticism. Mahler was born in

Bohemia of Jewish parents and made his career in Ger-

many and Austria. His musical talent was evident at an

early age, and he gave his first public piano recital at

the age of ten. Mahler lived near a military base, and

when he was small, he loved to listen to the marching

bands. Band music and marches of all kinds show up

constantly in Mahler’s music. He also was attracted to

folk poetry and songs.

As a student in Vienna, Mahler took many classes

in history and philosophy as well as in composition.

For the next twenty years, he made a living as a con-

ductor. He had a large number of appointments in

towns across Europe, most of them lasting for only a

year or two. Mahler had tremendously high standards;

he was autocratic and demanding of his musicians and Gustav Mahler with his daughter Anna.
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Gustav Mahler (1860–1911)
Fourth Movement, “Urlicht”

(“Primeval Light”) from
Symphony No. 2 in C Minor
(Resurrection)

Date of composition: 1888–94

Orchestration: Alto voice; 2 piccolos, 3 flutes, 2 oboes,
English horn, 3 clarinets, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon,
4 horns, 3 trumpets, glockenspiel, 2 harps, and strings

Tempo: Sehr feierlich, aber schlicht (“Very ceremonial, but
straightforward”)

Meter: 

Key of movement: D # major

Duration: 5:13

4

4

The Resurrection Symphony is an enormous work, lasting nearly ninety minutes. It is in
five movements, and it traces a spiritual journey from death to resurrection. In its sense of subjec-
tivity and spiritual progression, it is reminiscent of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. This parallel is
made the more obvious by Mahler’s choice of the same key, C minor, and by the move in the last
movement to triumph (C major).

The fourth movement marks the beginning of Mahler’s lifelong preoccupation with the blending
of symphony and song. The movement is actually the setting of a song text, sung by a solo alto voice
with the orchestra. It is entitled “Urlicht” (“Primeval Light”). The text’s central message is con-
tained in its eighth line: “Ich bin von Gott und will wieder zu Gott” (“I am made by God and will
return to God”). Mahler said of this movement: “The stirring voice of simple faith sounds in
our ears.”

The melodic shape of the vocal line often follows the phrase shown above— an upward curve fol-
lowed by a slight fall. In addition, Mahler has composed the most remarkable instrumental music for
this movement: quiet, stately, and richly orchestrated, with striking changes of key. The music does
far more than accompany the words: it gives them new and profound meaning beyond their own
power of expression.

Song Text
O Röschen rot! O red rose!
Der Mensch liegt in grösster Not! Humanity lies in deepest need!
Der Mensch liegt in grösster Pein! Humanity lies in greatest pain!
Je lieber möcht ich im Himmel sein! I would rather be in Heaven!
Da kam ich auf einen breiten Weg; Then I came upon a broad path;
Da kam ein Engelein und wollt mich abweisen. Then came an angel, that tried to turn me away.
Ach nein! Ich liess mich nicht abweisen! But no! I will not be turned away!
Ich bin von Gott und will wieder zu Gott! I am made by God and will return to God!
Der liebe Gott wird mir ein Lichten geben, Dear God will give me a light,
Wird leuchten mir bis in das ewig, selig Leben! Will light my way to eternal, blessed life!

CHAPTER 10
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III, 24

Complete CD
V, 35
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CD TIME LISTEN FOR

24 (35) 0:00 Begins with words of alto (“O Röschen rot! ”), accompanied by low strings.

0:22 Brass chorale: 3 trumpets, 4 horns, bassoons, contrabassoon.

1:07 “Der Mensch liegt in grösster Not!” (strings).

25 (36) 1:19 Change of key. “Der Mensch liegt in grösster Pein!” (strings).

1:32 Trumpets.

1:37 “Je lieber möcht ich im Himmel sein!” Note upward swoop on “Himmel” (“Heaven”).

1:57 Repeat of previous line. Voice with oboe. Note curve of melodic line.

2:16 Oboe and strings.

2:49 Tempo marked: “Somewhat faster.” Clarinets, harp, and glockenspiel.

2:55 “Da kam ich auf einen breiten Weg;”

26 (37) 3:02 Solo violin, representing the “ich” (“I”) of the poet (probably Mahler himself).

3:14 Miraculous key change, very quiet:

“Da kam ein Engelein und wollt mich abweisen.” Fuller orchestration: piccolos, 
harps, strings.

3:32 Back to slow tempo: “Ach nein! Ich liess mich nicht abweisen!” (tremolo strings, 
oboes)

3:43 Higher: Repeat of previous line.

3:55 Back to D b : strings, horns, harp. “Ich bin von Gott und will wieder zu Gott!”

4:03 “Der liebe Gott, der liebe Gott,”

4:10 Very slow: “wird mir ein Lichten geben,”

27 (38) 4:21 “Wird leuchten mir bis in das ewig, selig Leben!” Note wondrous curve of melodic 
line and the muted violins shimmering above the voice on “Leben” (“Life”).

4:50 Muted strings, harps; dying away.
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